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1 Non-Technical Summary 
 

Border Archaeology (BA) was commissioned by Eric Hall of KIM Property Investments Ltd to carry out a programme 

of Archaeological Standing Building Recording (ASBR) to Historic England/RCHME Level 2 at Limekiln Cottage 

Buttington Cross Welshpool Powys SY21 9JR.   

 

The cottage is not designated as a listed building but may be considered as a non-designated heritage asset and is 

located in close proximity to a group of Grade II listed limekilns on the Montgomeryshire Canal, with which it has 

been closely associated since its original construction. 

 

Limekiln Cottage appears to have been built in the early 19th Century as a limeburner’s dwelling on a two-unit plan 

typical of the its type and period, with a small extension to the rear. The occupant was in charge of a group of three 

limekilns and a wharf adjacent to the Montgomeryshire Canal which together formed a small rural industrial 

complex on land in the ownership of the Powis Estate. This and a number of comparable sites established located 

along the course of the waterway were built to feed the ‘lime boom’ of the Napoleonic period, which saw the output 

of local kilns double between 1806 and 1814 in response to the needs of the agrarian revolution and to the 

availability of cheaper coal. A small proportion of the lime produced in the kilns, amounting to no more than one 

or two bushels a year, went to supply the local building trade. 

 

The Montgomeryshire Canal Report Books record the delivery of 2,518 tonnes of limestone and 557 tonnes of coal 

to the Buttington kilns in 1828 but by 1832 the proportions had shifted in favour of coal, with 1,968 and 650 tonnes 

delivered, respectively, and the limestone tonnage is likely to have shown a downward trend throughout the later 

decades of the 19th Century with a shift away from local production towards more centralised industrial sites, whilst 

at the same time the building industry began to favour Portland cement in preference to traditional lime mortar.  

However, documentary evidence in the form of the census returns for 1841 to 1911, show that the house at Limekiln 

Cottage continued to be occupied by limeburners or coal and lime dealers throughout the 19th century and into the 

early 20th century, suggesting that the kilns continued in use for a prolonged period.  

 

Analysis of the building has identified three structural phases of construction and rebuilding. 

 

Phase 1, relating to the construction of the original two-unit cottage in about 1800, is represented by the lower 

stages of the principal east-facing elevation, the north and south gable elevations and the substantial south-gable 

chimneystack, constructed of roughly coursed limestone rubble. A single small four-light window to the right of the 

door in the principal east-facing elevation differs markedly from the rest of the fenestration and may also date from 

this phase of activity.  No visible trace was noted of the rear extension to the two-unit dwelling which is marked on 

the 1840 tithe map for Welshpool (Lower Division).  Internally, few original fixtures and fittings have survived, the 

only notable feature being the chamfered longitudinal ceiling beam in the front room at ground level. 

 

Phase 2, datable to the mid-late 19th Century, represents a substantial remodelling of the original cottage which 

appears to have taken place between 1840 and 1888, involving the demolition of the small rear extension to the 

oblong building shown on the 1840 tithe map to create the squarer building seen on the 1888 Ordnance Survey 1st 
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Edition map which is more consistent with the existing ground plan.  The upper storey of the original cottage (as 

evidenced by a string course inserted at first-floor level on the principal elevation and both gable ends) together 

with the uppermost section of the south-gable chimneystack, were rebuilt in post-1850s brick with a pair of 12-light 

casement windows inserted in the upper storey of the principal elevation and a third at ground floor level to the left 

of the main entrance.  A small square structure shown attached to one corner of the building in 1888 and still shown 

on later Ordnance Survey mapping may correspond to the existing single-storey brick lean-to outbuilding, attached 

to the southeast corner of the cottage, although its position appears to differ slightly from that shown on modern 

mapping.  

 

Phase 3, which relates to a substantial phase of mid to late 20th Century rebuilding, probably datable to the 1970s 

(on stylistic grounds) is represented by the reconstruction of the entire rear section of the cottage and its 

replacement with a two-storey modern gabled extension containing a kitchen at ground floor level and a bedroom 

and bathroom above.  The entrance porch attached to the north end of the modern extension, providing access to 

the kitchen, also appears to date from this phase of construction. Internally, the layout of the ground and first floors 

also appears to have been substantially altered at the same time, with the removal of the original staircase leading 

up to the first floor and its replacement with the existing flight of stairs within the modern extension.  Most of the 

internal fixtures and fittings at ground and first floor level can be attributed to this phase of activity, including most 

of the existing doors and window fittings and the fireplace with masonry surround in the south wall of the front 

room although its position is undoubtedly historic. 

 

Within the garden to the northwest of Limekiln Cottage is a small detached single-storey rectangular shed of timber 

construction with a corrugated metal roof.  This outbuilding appears to occupy the footprint of a structure shown 

on the Ordnance Survey 1st edition map of 1888 which has been enlarged by 1903 to form a more substantial L-

shaped building.  However, this structure appears to have been removed by no later than 1953 and thus the existing 

outbuilding would appear to be of post-1950s date, an interpretation which is supported by the evidence of the roof 

structure and the internal partition demarcated by corrugated metal sheeting. 

 

Conclusion: Border Archaeology undertook a standing building recording survey at Limekiln Cottage, Buttington 

Cross, Welshpool, Powys.  The survey identified three main phases of construction, the earliest phase represented 

by the construction of the original two-unit gabled cottage, of early 19th Century date.  This was followed by a phase 

of rebuilding in the mid to late 19th Century.  The latest phase of construction is represented by the addition of the 

two-storey extension to the rear of the original cottage, datable to the 1970s.  The two-unit arrangement of the 

original cottage is still legible, although most original internal fixtures and fittings have been removed. 

 

Crynodeb: Border Archaeology yn cynnal arolwg recordio adeiladau yn Limekiln Cottage, Croes Buttington, Y 

Trallwng, Powys.  Nododd yr arolwg dri cham adeiladu, cynrychiolwyd y cam cynharaf gan adeiladu'r bwthyn talcen 

gwreiddiol, o ddyddiad dechrau'r 19eg ganrif.  Dilynwyd hyn gan gyfnod o ailadeiladu yn ystod canol i ddiwedd y 

19eg ganrif.  Cynrychiolir cam diweddaraf yr adeiladu trwy ychwanegu'r estyniad deulawr yng nghefn y bwthyn 

gwreiddiol, y gellir ei ddyddio i'r 1970au.  Mae trefniant dwy uned y bwthyn gwreiddiol yn dal i fod yn ddarllenadwy, 

er bod y rhan fwyaf o osodiadau mewnol wedi'u tynnu. 
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2 Introduction 
 

Border Archaeology (BA) has been instructed by Eric Hall Esq on behalf of by KIM Property Investments Ltd to carry 

out an Archaeological Standing Building Recording (ASBR) to Historic England/RCHME Level 2 of Limekiln Cottage, 

a much-altered early 19th Century limeburner’s dwelling and a small outbuilding to the NW that are likely to be 

impacted by a proposed mixed-use commercial development, consisting of retail, hospitality and hotel premises 

on land at Moors Farm Buttington Welshpool Powys SY21 9JR (Fig. 1). 
 

The aim of this programme of ASBR is to produce an appropriately detailed record of these structures prior to 

development of the site, and to inform any subsequent mitigation required. 
 

This Report will be submitted to the client, to Powys County Council and to Mark Walters BA MA ACIfA 

Development Control Archaeologist / Swyddog Rheoli Datblygiad CPAT. 
 

3 Site Description 
 

The site comprises Limekiln Cottage, a two-storey cottage of limestone and brick construction, coated in 

whitewash, with a single-storey timber outbuilding to the NW, situated within an overgrown garden enclosure to 

the immediate W of Buttington Wharf on the Montgomery Canal, about 1km NE of Welshpool (NGR SJ 24204 

08978).  The site is defined by the A483 to the E, the Buttington Cross Roundabout to the SE, Rhallt Lane to the S 

and the Montgomeryshire Canal to the W.  It is not designated as a heritage asset, although it does have historical 

associations with the adjoining Cadw Grade II Listed Buttington Limekilns, which are located immediately SW of 

the garden associated with the cottage (List Entry No. 16753).  Bridge 115 over the Montgomeryshire Canal, located 

about 80m SW of the site, is also a Cadw Grade II Listed Building (List Entry No. 16752). 
 

3.1 Soils & Geology 
 

The British Geological Survey (BGS) identifies sedimentary bedrock geology of the Nantglyn Flags Formation in the 

N and W portion of the site with Forden Mudstone Formation to the the S and E. The Nantglyn Flags Formation 

consists of mudstone, siltstone and sandstone laid down approximately 424 to 433 million years ago in the Silurian 

Period, when the local environment was dominated by deep seas. The Forden Mudstone Formation consists of 

mudstone formed approximately 449 to 458 million years ago in the Ordovician Period, again when the local 

environment was dominated by deep seas. Superficial deposits within the site boundary consist of Devensian 

glacioflucvial fan deposits of sand gravel and Devensian till (diamicton) formed in the Quaternary Period, 

approximately 2 million years ago, when the local environment was dominated by ice age conditions (BGS 2021). 
 

A borehole survey undertaken to a depth of 4.27m in 1969 during work on the Welshpool Bypass, approximately 

100m to the S of the site (NGR SJ 24200 08790), recorded 0.3m of brown sandy top soil overlying 2.7m of firm 

brown sandy stony clay with pieces of shale, which in turn overlay a firm brown sandy stony clay with cobbles 

extending to the base of the borehole (BGS 2021).  
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4 Historical and Archaeological Background 
 

An Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment (ADBA) (BA 2021) has been carried out in connection with the 

application of which the following provides a brief summary. 

 

4.1 Prehistoric 
 

No features of a prehistoric date are recorded CPAT HER within the boundaries of the site but an area of significant 

prehistoric funerary activity was identified 230m to the SE of the site in 2006 during an Archaeological Evaluation 

(HER: 123071; HER: 128149) following a Geophysical Survey (HER: 106533; Elks 2006). A Bronze Age round barrow 

was recorded with two curving ditches and, potentially, a ring-ditch and an additional double-ditched enclosure. 

Burnt bone, pottery of least Middle Neolithic date and a polished stone axe and barbed-and-tanged flint arrowhead 

were among the finds (Grant & Jones 2006). 

 

To the ENE of these features is a site listed as a Bronze Age round barrow at Buttington Cross (HER: 128148; 260m 

to the SE of the site). The barrow was excavated in 2008 (HER: 164141) and found to contain the cremated remains 

of an adolescent and young child, with grave goods including cuts of meat, flint tools and a bone pendant (Mann 

& Hurst 2009).  

 

Aerial survey records show the remains of a possible prehistoric field system 146m to the NE of the site (HER: 

7974). Isolated finds are also recorded within the wider vicinity. 

 

4.2 Romano-British 
 

No features of a Romano-British date are recorded within the site boundary or wider landscape on the CPAT HER. 

 

4.3 Medieval 
 

No features of a medieval date are recorded within the boundaries of the site on the CPAT HER but four sections 

of Offa’s Dyke are recorded in the wider landscape (HER: 21898; HER: 28535; HER: 28536; HER: 64074), the nearest 

(HER: HER: 64074) being approximately 730m to the SE of the site. 

 

The settlement of Buttington itself (HER: 17098) has a medieval origin close to an ancient ford over the Severn 

where it meets Offa’s Dyke. The remains of two potential medieval corn-driers (HER: 164140; HER: 164338; 

approximately 328m to the SE of the site) were excavated in 2008 at Buttington Cross (HER: 164141) and provide 

evidence for the processing of grain within the medieval settlement.  

 

Based largely on fieldname evidence, the surrounding landscape appears to have formed part of the medieval open 

field system associated with Welshpool and Buttington, the closest being Lower Maes-y-Ty (HER: 64693) and Maes-

y-Brin (HER: 64692), recorded 99m to the SW and 101m to the W of the site boundaries, respectively. Ridge and 
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furrow also survives in places, the closest being recorded at Mount Pleasant (HER: 5032; 500m to the W of the 

site), Linear cropmarks are also recorded 115m to the W of the site, at Ty Coch Farm (HER: 5145). 

 

4.4 Post-medieval 
 

A wharf (HER: 85925) and three Grade II Listed limekilns (HER: 36469) associated with the Montgomeryshire Canal 

(not listed in the HER dataset) are located in the SW corner of the site boundary. A further group of damaged 

limekilns is recorded on the HER to the immediate SW of the site (HER: 5033) and the canal overbridge to the SW 

of the site is Grade II Listed (HER: 36468). The canal was built following an Act of Parliament passed in 1794 

primarily to transport limestone from quarries at Llanymynch where it joined the Ellesmere Canal and marks the 

W boundary of the proposed development site (Hughes 1988). 

 

At Buttington, limestone and coal were offloaded onto the wharf, consisting of a small stone platform on the SE 

bank of the Canal and carted to the kilns to produce lime primarily to supply farms on the Powis Estate, with output 

varying seasonally in response to the agricultural calendar and peaking in August/September between early 

summer and late autumn harrowing. Canal company record books show that by far the majority of the processed 

lime from Buttington was for agricultural use and that cartloads were taken across Buttington Bridge to supply 

local farms within a radius of up to 13km. The demand for lime-mortar was much less with only one or two bushels 

delivered for local use annually c.1830 (Hughes 1988, 61).  

 

 
 

Plate A: View looking N showing the Buttington limekilns from car park adjoining the garden of Limekiln Cottage 
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The kilns are all of similar type, with roughly coursed rubble retaining walls, arched stokeholes (some bricked-up) 

and circular charging holes, now partially filled with rubbish; the northernmost of the three was the first to be built 

on the site and is thought to be contemporary with the opening of the canal around 1800, while the other two 

were erected as a pair probably sometime between 1806 and 1814 (Hughes 1988, 56-59). 

 

 
 

Plate B: General, elevated view looking E from the top of the limekilns at Buttington Wharf looking across towards Limekiln 

Cottage and the adjoining outbuilding (to left of picture) 

 

The Montgomeryshire Canal is shown on the 1829 Ordnance Survey Surveyor’s Drawing of Meifod and district (Fig. 

9), the earliest appreciably detailed historic map of the study area, which depicts the main components of the local 

transport infrastructure. The canal and a post-medieval turnpike road (HER: 153031) (the A483) running N-S along 

the E boundary of the site are shown, as is the road (A458 leading to Rhallt Lane) which runs along the S boundary 

of the site and crosses the toll road at the Buttington Cross junction, now a modern roundabout. The canal 

overbridge located at the SW extent of the site is also recorded, with the position of limekilns and an adjacent 

building and enclosure to the E shown, which may represent the site of ‘Limekiln Cottage’, although it is difficult 

to draw firm conclusions due to the lack of detail. 

 

Limekiln Cottage (Plate B) can be traced back in records to the early 19th Century and it was most likely built for 

the operator in charge of the kilns and wharf who is named in 1829 as David Jones, a limeburner and coal merchant, 

while census returns from 1841 show that the cottage was occupied by a series of limeburners and coal and lime 

dealers from the 1840s through to the late 19th/early 20th century (Hughes 1988, 94).  Bryce Jones, described as a 

lime-man, was in occupation there in 1841, while the 1861 and 1871 census returns record a limeburner named 

William Owen in occupation of the ‘house near the kilns’.  By 1881, Samuel Benyon, another limeburner, together 
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with his wife and five children, were residing at the cottage; followed in 1891 by a coal and lime dealer named 

Bryce Watkin.  Limekiln Cottage was uninhabited at the time of the 1901 census but was re-occupied by 1911.  

 

The 1840 Tithe Map for ‘Pool Lower Division’ (Fig. 10) records the site as comprising three separate plots. Plot 764 

in the SW corner identified as ‘Lime Kilns & Spoil Bank’ was owned by the Earl of Powis and occupied by one Robert 

Owen. Plot 765 in the SE corner is recorded as ‘Cottage & Garden’ and was under the same occupation and 

ownership.  Limekiln Cottage is depicted as an oblong building aligned roughly N-S with a rectangular extension to 

the rear. The existing boundaries between the N and S portions of the site mainly reflect those shown on later 

historic OS mapping, suggesting that the present field pattern had been established at least by the first half of the 

19th century, if not earlier. 

 

The N portion of the site is contained within Plot 766, listed as pasture named ‘Lower Barn and Upper House 

Ground’. This plot is also recorded as part of ‘Moors Farm’, which was occupied by one Thomas Davies and owned 

by the Earl of Powis. The Tithe survey therefore suggests that, whilst the whole of the site was part of the Powis 

estate, it was split across two separate land parcels, the S portion being utilised for lime production with the N 

portion forming part of Moors Farm.  The 1840 Tithe Map depicts a wider landscape little changed from that 

recorded on the 1829 map. 

 

The wharf while not shown on the 1840 map is specifically identified on the 1886 Ordnance Survey 1st Edition 6-

Inch map (Fig. 11). The limekilns and towpath on the E side of the canal are clearly marked while Limekiln Cottage 

is shown as a roughly oblong structure but without the rear extension depicted on the 1840 tithe map, suggesting 

that this building was remodelled at some point between 1840 and 1886.  A detached rectangular outbuilding is 

depicted to the NW of the cottage, close to the line of the canal.  The wider landscape shown in 1886 is largely as 

it was in 1840, although by this time the Oswestry and Newtown Railway had been constructed.  

 

The site and its surroundings appear little changed on the 1903 Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition 6-Inch map (Fig. 12) 

which shows a small building in the SW section of the site, close to the limekiln site. The detached outbuilding to 

the NW of Limekiln Cottage also appears to have been enlarged, with the addition of an extension to the E, while 

a second small outbuilding has been added to the NE of the cottage. 

 

The 1943 Ordnance Survey 3rd edition 6-Inch map (Fig. 13) largely reflects the site and surrounding landscape as 

shown in 1903 but the 1953 OS 4th edition 6-inch map (Fig. 14) records changes affecting the outbuildings at 

Limekiln Cottage, the two outbuildings to the W and NW of the cottage having apparently been removed. The 

surrounding landscape in the mid-20th century, however, appears to have remained much the same as it was in 

the 19th century. The landscape of the site has remained largely consistent until the present but the surroundings 

have been impacted by late 20th/early 21st century development which includes the Buttington Cross roundabout 

and industrial estates to the S and SE.  
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5 Methodology 
 

5.1 Archaeological Standing Building Recording 
 

This Archaeological Standing Building Recording (ASBR) was undertaken by Border Archaeology on 2nd July 2021.  

This programme of work was carried out following discussion with Mark Walters of Clwyd-Powys Archaeological 

Trust (CPAT). 

 

The specific recording methodology is based on a Historic England/RCHME Level 2 record as detailed in 

Understanding Historic Buildings – A guide to good recording practice (Lane 2016), which sets out guidance on the 

recording of historic buildings for the purposes of historical understanding and is a revised and expanded version 

of Recording Historic Buildings: A Descriptive Specification (RCHME 1996).  It has also been undertaken in 

accordance with Standard and guidance for the archaeological investigation and recording of standing buildings or 

structures (Chartered Institute for Archaeologists - CIfA 2020b). 

 

Level 2 is defined as follows: 

 

‘Level 2 is a descriptive record, made in similar circumstances to Level 1 but when more information is needed. It 

may be made of a building which is judged not to require a more detailed record, or it may serve to gather data for 

a wider project. Both the exterior and interior of the building will be seen, described and photographed. The 

examination of the building will produce an analysis of its development and use and the record will include the 

conclusions reached, but it will not discuss in detail the evidence on which this analysis is based. A plan and 

sometimes other drawings may be made but the drawn record will normally not be comprehensive and may be 

tailored to the scope of a wider project’ (Lane 2016). 

 

This Level 2 record comprises the following specifics: 

 

5.2 Drawn Record 
 

This consists of the following:  
 

• Plans of the buildings, with photo locations clearly marked, and a location plan related to the national 

grid;  

•  Annotated elevation drawings;  

• Appropriate additional illustrations that help support findings and the interpretation of the buildings; 

• Additional illustrations of dateable fixtures and fittings (mouldings, catches, hinges, latches etc.);  

•  A summary description of the buildings in their current form in the format of a typical listed building 

description.  
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5.3 Photographic Record  
 

The photographic survey comprises the following:  

 

High-resolution colour digital photographs, with suitable scales, of the following:  

 

• All external elevations;  

• All internal room spaces (where accessible);  

• Details of any architectural or functional fixtures, fittings and features relating to either the function or 

development of the building;  

• General photographs illustrating the building’s relationship to the surrounding buildings and setting.  
 

5.4 Written Account  
 

This consists of the following:  
 

• A summary statement describing the building’s significance and purpose, historically and at present, its 

materials and possible date(s) so far as these are apparent from a superficial inspection.  
 

5.5 Recording Methodology 
 

The record has been carried out in accordance with BA's Archaeological Field Recording Manual (2017) and Historic 

England conventions as detailed in Understanding Historic Buildings – A guide to good recording practice (Lane 

2016). BA adheres to the CIfA Code of conduct (2020a).  The photographic record was undertaken using a Sony 

RX100 Mk. II digital camera at a greater than 20mpx resolution.  Photographs were taken of all the external 

elevations where possible with an appropriate scale.  
 

General views of the cottage and outbuilding and additional photographs of relevant architectural details were 

taken.  Individual features were photographed as separate items and in detail. Each feature was photographed and 

placed into a wider context (i.e. the surrounding elevation). Each photograph (both external and internal) contains 

an appropriate scale and all photographic images were indexed and cross-referenced to a written photographic 

register, including full details concerning subject and direction of view.   
 

The archive has been compiled in accordance with guidance described in Management of Research Projects in the 

Historic Environment (MoRPHE) (Historic England 2006), CIfA Standard and Guidance for the creation, compilation, 

transfer and deposition of archaeological archives (CIfA, 2020) and the National Standard and Guidance to Best 

Practice for Collecting and Depositing Archaeological Archives in Wales (NPAAW, 2017).  The paper and digital 

archive will be deposited with the National Monuments Record, RCAHMW including a copy of the final report. This 

archive will include all written, drawn, survey and photographic records relating directly to the investigations 

undertaken. NMR Digital archives will follow the standard required by the RCAHMW (RCAHMW, 2015). A copy of 

the digital archive will also be lodged with the Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust., Historic Environment Record.  
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6 Results 
 

Limekiln Cottage is a former two-unit limeburner’s dwelling of early 19th century date and typical of its type and 

period which forms part of a small industrial site in association with a group of three limekilns and a wharf at 

Buttington (Tal-y-Bont) adjacent to the Montgomeryshire Canal. The property is set within a large, roughly square 

garden plot located immediately NE of the kilns and c.40 to the E of the canal wharf. 

 

6.1 Exterior 
 

The cottage comprises a two-storey gabled building (with attic space) of single room depth aligned roughly E-W 

with an external stone chimneystack adjoining the S gable elevation, a lean-to structure attached to the SE corner 

of the cottage and a modern pitch-roofed extension of mid-to-late 20th century date attached to the rear of the 

building.  The building is of roughly coursed limestone rubble masonry construction (coated in whitewash) to a 

string-course at first-floor level with a brick upper storey (laid in English Garden Wall Bond) and slate pitched roof 

with central ridge. The single-storey lean-to attached to the SE corner of the cottage is a later addition and is 

constructed of brick with stone coping above and a slate roof. The two-storey modern extension attached to the 

rear of the building has its ridge line set at right angles to the older structure.  

 

The principal E-facing elevation (fronting onto the garden) has a doorway set slightly off-centre with a heavy, 

rough-hewn stone lintel above (Plate 1). The existing glazed door is of a modern design and is set in a wooden door 

frame.  The fenestration appears to be largely mid-late 19th century in date, comprising a 12-light casement to the 

left of the entrance with a stone lintel and two matching 12-light casements on the first floor extending up to eaves 

level (Plate 2). A small four-light casement window to the right of the door could possibly represent an earlier 

window opening.    

 

Projecting from the SE corner of the E-facing elevation is a single storey roughly quadrangular lean-to structure, 

probably used for the storage of coal or timber, of brick construction (laid in English Garden Wall Bond) with a 

single two-light modern casement window set slightly off centre in the E wall, which is accessed through a plank 

and batten door set within a flat-arched opening with an angled brick lintel (Plates 3-5).  The interior walls (Plates 

11 & 12) are of brick clad with plaster that has worn away in places to reveal modern cement repairs to the 

brickwork which is heavily cracked.  The wall of the lean-to structure to the right of the doorway has been heavily 

repaired with modern cement blockwork, with the construction break clearly discernible where the structure is 

tied into the original cottage and the adjoining W-gable end chimneystack. 

 

The N-facing gable end of the original cottage is devoid of fenestration but the adjoining modern extension has a 

single two-light top opening window at ground floor level set to the left of a partially glazed porch structure with 

opaque glass panes (Plates 7-8). The upper storey has a single three-light modern top and side opening window 

set centrally within the elevation at eaves level. The porch is accessed through a panelled door with glazed upper 

section.  The rear elevation facing W (Plate 9) is modern with a pair of rectangular single-light vinyl windows at 

ground floor level with a central roundel above, placed centrally within the gable. 
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The S-facing gable end of the cottage is dominated by a massive stepped chimneystack of limestone rubble 

masonry construction, clad in render and surmounted by a brick-built stack with two chimney pots extending above 

the ridge-line (Plate 10). The adjoining brick lean-to structure is tied into the right-hand side of the chimneystack, 

while the W-facing elevation of the modern rear extension has a single-light vinyl window at ground floor level and 

a three light casement window on the first floor. 

 

6.2 Interior 

6.2.1 Ground Floor 
 

The ground floor plan incorporating the cottage and extension comprises, respectively, a single front room with 

no internal subdivision, leading through into a modern fitted kitchen and staircase leading up to the first floor. 

Plastered throughout, the room is lit by a pair of windows set either side of the modern glass panelled front door 

(Plate 13). To the right of the door is a 19th century 12-pane casement set within a deep splay with wooden sill and 

a modern glazed vinyl insulating panel inserted while to the left is a smaller, possibly earlier four-light window set 

within a similarly deep splay with vinyl insulation and a wooden sill (Plates 14 & 15).  

 

Internally, almost all of the historic fixtures and fittings in the front room have been stripped out leaving little of 

architectural interest, the only survival of note being a substantial stop-chamfered ceiling beam running centrally 

N-S down the long axis of the room and supporting a series of exposed ceiling joists (Plates 16-17).  Two grooves 

incised into the middle of the ceiling beam may represent evidence for a former central partition running E-W and 

separating the room into two compartments (possibly representing a parlour and kitchen) (Plate 18).  A number of 

infilled holes were also noted in the beam, on either side of the grooves, which may relate to studding for a 

partition.   

 

Evidence for a fireplace was noted at the W end of the room although the existing masonry surround with timber 

mantle is clearly of modern date (Plate 19).  A flat-arched doorway in the W wall (which appears to be a modern 

insertion) provides access to the kitchen which lies within the modern rear extension. 

 

Access to the kitchen is through a modern doorway (Plates 20 & 21) set to the left of centre within the ESE wall, to 

the right of which is a deep cupboard space beneath the stairs (Plate 22). The kitchen has a modern plastered 

ceiling with a pair of fluorescent strip lights set either end at right angles to each other, with plate glass windows 

inserted in the S and W walls (Plate 23). Various kitchen units are attached along the W wall of the kitchen while 

the E wall is lined with various wooden storage units and worktops (Plate 24).  

 

A modern half-glazed door set to right of centre in the N wall leads through into a modern glazed entrance porch 

(Plate 26).  Immediately at right angles to this doorway is a flat-arched door leading to a narrow ground floor 

landing (Plate 25) which is lit by a single four-light casement window in the N wall, with a flight of stairs with a plain 

handrail set in the wall leading up to the first floor (Plate 27). 
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6.2.2 First Floor 
 

The internal arrangement at first floor level have clearly been heavily altered when the rear extension was added 

in the 1970s.  The staircase leads up to the first-floor landing which provides access to two bedrooms at the front 

of the cottage and a bedroom and bathroom to the rear (Plate 28).  A hatch in the ceiling of the landing provides 

access to the roof space; however due to safety and access considerations it was not possible to gain access to the 

roof space at the time of recording.  

 

To the left (E) of the landing, a small flight of steps leads to a small vestibule flanked to the N and S by two doorways 

providing access to the two bedrooms at the front of the house (Plates 29 & 30).  Both doorways are flanked by 

wall stubs which appear to represent the original rear wall of the cottage; it may thus be argued that this vestibule 

probably marks the position of the original staircase leading up from the ground to first floor, which was removed 

when the rear extension was added in the 1970s and the existing staircase and landing created (Plate 31). 

 

A flat-arched doorway provides access to Bedroom 1, the northernmost of the two front bedrooms, which is lit by 

a single 12-light casement window set centrally in the E wall (Plate 32), within a deep flat-arched splay with a 

modern internal glazed panel inserted (for insulation purposes).  The casement appears to have been heavily 

renewed and the window fittings appear to be modern in date.  The plasterboard ceiling is coved, reflecting the 

pitch of the roof, while a projecting wooden ledge runs around three walls of the room at mid-height above the 

skirting to the doorway (Plates 33-35).  No other fixtures or fittings of interest were noted. 

 

The southern front bedroom (Bedroom 2) is L-plan in form and slightly larger than Bedroom 1; it appears that its 

former layout was probably altered when the modern rear extension and staircase was added in the 1970s.  This 

room is lit by a single 12-light casement window placed centrally with the E wall, which is fitted with an internal 

glazed insulation panel (Plates 36 & 37).  The plasterboard ceiling is again coved, while a projecting ledge around 

three side of the room runs at mid height above the skirting between floor and ceiling, in similar form to Bedroom 

1 (Plates 38 & 39).  The most noteworthy feature is the blocked fireplace in the S wall (Plate 40), concealed by 

plasterboard and wallpaper; the presence of this fireplace suggests that this was the principal bedroom in the 

house.  No other features of interest were noted in this room. 

 

Bedroom 3, the main bedroom within the modern rear extension, is accessed from a doorway to the right of the 

first-floor landing. The doorway opens into a plain rectangular room with wooden skirting and a flat plasterboard 

ceiling (Plates 41 & 42). The room is lit by a round window set centrally within the W wall and by a three-light 

modern vinyl window in the N wall (Plates 43 & 44). A modern door in the NE corner of the room to the right of 

the three-light window opens into a small cupboard with wooden shelving (Plate 45). No other features were 

noted. 

 

A door leading off to the S of the first-floor landing provides access to small bathroom with modern fittings 

including a combined bath/shower unit at the far end and a toilet and washbasin on the adjacent wall beneath a 

single centrally placed side and top opening window. The bathroom like the rear bedroom forms part of the 

modern extension, the plastered ceiling reflecting the pitch of the roofline (Plates 46 & 47). 
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6.3 Outbuilding to NW of Cottage 
 

Located to the NW of the cottage is a small wooden single-storey outbuilding, aligned roughly E-W and accessed 

through a pair of modern double plank and batten doors at the E end of the building (Plate 48-50).  The structure 

is bounded to the N by a substantial hedge boundary and on the S and W sides by dense undergrowth and large 

piles of wood which limited recording of certain parts of the exterior. 

 

The building, which appears to have been used principally for storage of garden tools an equipment, is of rather 

makeshift construction consisting of two unequal-sized compartments, with the walls consisting of close-set 

planking and half-rounded timbers, some of which were clearly reused, set upright and tied to the principal 

uprights with a cross-timber at half wall height.  

 

A modern single-pitch corrugated iron roof was supported on a set of three rafters running along the long axis of 

the building, resting on three angled cross-beams, while a corrugated partition wall with plank and batten door 

separated the main compartment from a smaller room at the W end of the building, which appeared to have 

partially collapsed internally and could not be safely accessed (Plates 51-53).  At the time of recording, the building 

was heavily cluttered with various tools and equipment including a weighing-scales, ladders, plastic sheeting and 

miscellaneous other items. 

 

7 Conclusions 
 

The building shows clear evidence of at least three phases of construction and remodelling spanning the early 19th 

Century to mid-to-late 20th Century. 

 

7.1 Phase 1 (Early 19th Century) 
 

The original stone-built cottage was constructed in the early 1800s and is broadly contemporary with the nearby 

Buttington limekilns and wharf on the Montgomeryshire Canal. The house was occupied in 1828 by a limeburner 

and coal merchant named David Jones who was receiving an annual delivery of 2,518 tonnes of limestone and 557 

tonnes of coal in 1828. By 1832, the proportions had shifted: the volume of limestone fell slightly to 1,1968 tonnes 

while coal deliveries increased to 650 tonnes (Hughes 1988). 

 

The building is shown on the Ordnance Survey surveyor’s drawing of 1829 but not in sufficient detail to ascertain 

its form at that time. The 1840 tithe map shows an oblong building aligned roughly N-S with a rectangular extension 

to the rear set within a roughly rectangular plot immediately to the E of the kilns and the canal, although the 

accuracy of the map is questionable. The extant remains of the original structure comprise the lower stages of the 

principal east-facing elevation, the north and south gable elevations and the substantial south-gable chimneystack, 

constructed of roughly coursed limestone rubble. A single small four-light window to the right of the door in the 

principal E-facing elevation differs markedly from the rest of the fenestration and may also date from this phase 

of building activity.  No visible trace was noted of the rear extension to the two-unit dwelling which is marked on 
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the 1840 tithe map for Welshpool (Lower Division).  Internally, few original fixtures and fittings have survived, the 

only notable feature being the substantial chamfered longitudinal ceiling beam in the front room at ground level. 

 

7.2 Phase 2 (Mid-Late 19th Century) 
 

The second phase represents a period of sweeping change carried out at some point between 1840 and 1888 when 

the small extension shown on the tithe map to the rear of the cottage was replaced with a larger structure, giving 

the property the squarer ground plan seen on the Ordnance Survey 1st Edition 6-inch map of 1888 and which is 

more consistent with the building plan in its present form. 

 

A construction break indicated by a stringcourse at first-floor level shows where the upper storey on the principal 

elevation and the two original gable ends, together with the upper section of the chimneystack, had been entirely 

rebuilt in brick, the regular coursing of the brickwork suggesting this took place post-1850.  Most of the fenestration 

in the principal E-facing elevation comprising a pair of 12-light casement windows in the upper storey with a third 

at ground floor level to the left of the door would also appear to date from this period, although a small window 

opening to the right of the door may represent an earlier configuration. A small square structure shown attached 

to one corner of the building in 1888 and was still present in 1953 may represent the brick-built lean-to attached 

to the SW corner of the cottage, although its position differs slightly from that shown on modern mapping. 

 

It is not clear why the upper section of the cottage was rebuilt at this time but it was clearly part of a more general 

modernising of the property.  It may be noted that the 1841-1871 census returns record the cottage as being 

occupied by only 3-4 persons, while the 1881 census shows that the house was then occupied by a limeburner 

named Samuel Benyon, together with his wife and six children and a labourer, which suggests that the dwelling 

may already have been enlarged by that time which would be consistent with the evidence of historic mapping. 
 

7.3 Phase 3 (Mid-Late 20th Century) 
 

Limekiln Cottage appears to have remained largely unchanged throughout the late 19th and first half of the 20th 

Century. By 1953, additional structures had appeared in the SE corner of the plot but the form of the building 

remained the same.  
 

However, although the construction footprint was preserved largely unchanged, the entire rear section adjoining 

the early 19th century gabled building was reconstructed, probably during the 1970s, with the addition of a two-

storey gabled rear extension containing a kitchen at ground floor level with bedroom and bathroom above and 

porch structure attached to the N-facing elevation.  The internal layout at both ground and first floor level appears 

to have been heavily reorganised at this time, with the replacement of the original staircase with a new flight of 

stairs leading up from the rear kitchen.  The majority of the internal fittings seen throughout the building are also 

probably attributable to this period, including a modern doors and replacement window fittings. 
 

It appears likely that the detached single-storey timber outbuilding to the NW of Limekiln Cottage also dates, in its 

present form, to later than 1953 as it is not shown on the OS 6-inch map of that date although it does appear to 

occupy the footprint of an earlier structure shown on late 19th/early 20th century Ordnance Survey mapping  
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8 Archive 
 

The project archive, comprising both the paper archive (including annotated plans and elevation drawings, notes 

and research materials) and the digital archive (containing digital annotated plans and illustrations and a total of 

200 photographs) will be assembled in accordance with Management of Research Projects in the Historic 

Environment (MoRPHE) (Lee 2015), Standard and Guidance for the creation, compilation, transfer and deposition 

of archaeological archives (CIfA, 2020c) and The National Standard and Guidance to Best Practice for Collecting 

and Depositing Archaeological Archives in Wales 2017 (NPAAW 2017) and deposited with the National Monuments 

Record, RCAHMW, to include a copy of the final report. NMR Digital archives will follow the standard required by 

the RCAHMW (RCAHMW 2015).  
 

Any artefacts recovered along with a copy of the site report will be deposited with The Wharf Powysland Museum 

which will be contacted in advance for their archiving and deposition guidelines.  A digital PDF copy of the Report 

will also be submitted to Archwilio consistent with Guidance for the Submission of Data to the Welsh Historic 

Environment Records (HERs) (Welsh Archaeological Trusts & Cadw 2018). It is understood based on the 2018 

guidance that Wales does not at present participate in the current version of OASIS. 

 

9 Copyright 
 

Border Archaeology Ltd shall retain full copyright of any commissioned reports, tender documents or other project 

documents, under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, with all rights reserved, excepting that it hereby 

provides a licence to KIM Property Investments Ltd and Powys County Council for the use of the report by the KIM 

Property Investments Ltd and Powys County Council in all matters directly relating to the project as described in 

the Project Specification to use the documentation for their statutory functions and to provide copies of it to third 

parties as an incidental to such functions. 
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10.1 Cartography 
 

(All maps were obtained from Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/National Library of Wales unless otherwise stated) 
 

1829 - Ordnance Survey Surveyor’s Drawing of Meifod and district (British Library) 
 

1840 - Tithe Map for ‘Pool Lower Division’ 
 

1886 - Ordnance Survey 1st Edition 6-Inch Survey of Montgomeryshire 
 

1888 - Ordnance Survey 1st Edition 25-Inch Survey of Montgomeryshire 
 

1902 - Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition 25-Inch Survey of Montgomeryshire 
 

1903 - Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition 6-Inch Survey of Montgomeryshire 
 

1943 - Ordnance Survey 4th Edition 6-Inch Survey of Montgomeryshire 
 

1953 - Ordnance Survey Provisional Edition 6-Inch Survey of Montgomeryshire  
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11 Appendix 1: Photographic Record 
 

 
 

Plate 1: Oblique view SW showing principal E-facing elevation of Limekiln Cottage 

 

 
 

Plate 2: Oblique view looking WNW of principal E-facing elevation of Limekiln Cottage showing string course marking division 
between ground floor (of limestone rubble masonry construction) and later 19th century upper storey, constructed of brick 
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Plate 3: Oblique view looking NW showing lean-to structure attached to SE corner of cottage abutting chimneystack 

 

 
 

Plate 4: View WNW of brick lean-to structure attached to SE corner of cottage 
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Plate 5: View looking SSW along the principal elevation showing doorway to lean-to structure with brick lintel 
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Plate 5: View looking SW of N-facing gable elevation showing lower courses of limestone masonry forming original structure 

of cottage with upper storey rebuilt in brick (mid-late 19th century) with modern extension to rear  

 

 
 

Plate 6: View SW showing brick and timber porch structure attached to modern rear extension 
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Plate 8: Oblique view looking SE showing N-facing elevation with modern extension to rear of original cottage 

 

 
 

Plate 9: View looking E showing W-facing elevation of modern rear extension 
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Plate 10: View NNE of S-facing elevation showing end gable chimneystack and lean-to structure with modern extension to 
left of picture 

 

 
 

Plate 11: Internal view of Phase 2 lean-to showing ENE elevation and remains of whitewash 
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Plate 12: View of internal elevation of W wall of lean-to structure showing modern cement blockwork abutting Phase 1 
masonry blocks with later brick-repairs 

 

 
 

Plate 13: View E looking towards entrance to front room, with late 19th Century casement (right) and small four-light window 
(left) 
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Plate 14: Internal view looking SE showing detail of late 19th Century 12-pane casement window in E wall of front room 
 

 
 

Plate 15: Internal view looking ESE showing detail of 4-pane casement window in E wall of front room to left of entrance 
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Plate 16: Internal view of front room on ground floor looking N showing chamfered ceiling beam and exposed joists 

 

 
 

Plate 17: Internal view of front room on ground floor looking S showing fireplace in S wall and chamfered ceiling beam and 
exposed joists 
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Plate 18: Internal view looking SW showing detail of chamfered ceiling showing grooves in middle of beam, possibly relating 
to a central partition running E-W 

 

 
 

Plate 19: Internal view looking S showing detail of fireplace in S wall of front room with modern stone surround and timber 
mantle 
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Plate 20: Internal view looking NW showing doorway from front room to kitchen 

 

 
 

Plate 21: View ESE of doorway between front room and kitchen with door to understairs cupboard to left 
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Plate 22: Internal view looking NNE showing cupboard beneath stairs in rear extension  
 

 
 

Plate 23: Interior of modern kitchen as seen from doorway, looking NW 
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Plate 24: Internal view looking NNE of kitchen showing modern fittings throughout 
 

 
 

Plate 25: Internal view ENE showing doorway leading from the modern kitchen to ground floor landing 
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Plate 26: View looking ENE showing Interior of modern porch to N of kitchen 
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Plate 27: View from staircase leading down to ground floor landing 
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Plate 28: View looking from modern staircase up to first-floor landing 
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Plate 29: Internal view looking N showing doorway leading off first floor landing to northern front bedroom (Bedroom 1) with 

wall stub to left 
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Plate 30: Internal view looking S showing doorway off first floor landing to southern front bedroom (Bedroom 2) with wall 
stub to right of picture and hatch to attic above 
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Plate 31: Doors leading off first-floor landing into bathroom (left) and rear bedroom (right) within modern rear extension 
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Plate 32: Internal view looking ESE showing northern front bedroom with 12-light casement in E wall, of late 19th century 
date with modern fittings 

 

 
 
Plate 33: Internal view of Bedroom 1 looking NNE showing coved ceiling and projecting half-height wooden ledge along wall 

of room 
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Plate 34: Internal view of Bedroom 1 looking WNW showing half-height wooden ledge 
 

 
 

Plate 35: Internal view looking SSW towards S wall of Bedroom 1 with modern door to far right 
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Plate 36: Internal view of southern front bedroom (Bedroom 2) looking ESE showing coved ceiling and 12-light casement with 
modern fittings in E wall 

 

 
 

Plate 37: View looking ESE showing detail of 12-pane casement window in E wall of Bedroom 2 
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Plate 38: View looking NE towards N wall of Bedroom 2 showing coved ceiling 
 

 
 

Plate 39: View looking WNW showing half-height wooden ledge along W wall to left of doorway to Bedroom 2 
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Plate 40: Bedroom 2 looking SSE towards blocked fireplace in S wall with recesses on either side  
 

 
 

Plate 41: View looking NNE of rear bedroom in modern extension (Bedroom 3) showing window in N wall with door into 
cupboard space to the right 
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Plate 42: View S showing interior of rear bedroom in modern extension (Bedroom 3) showing modern door from landing with 

round central window to right 

 

 
 

Plate 43: View looking NW showing detail of round window in W wall of Bedroom 3 in modern rear extension 
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Plate 44: Internal view looking NE showing detail of window in N wall of bedroom in modern rear extension (Bedroom 3) 
Plate 45: View looking E showing interior of cupboard space in rear bedroom  

 

 
 

Plate 46: View looking WNW showing interior of bathroom in rear modern extension 
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Plate 47: Internal view looking NW showing detail of window in W wall of first floor bathroom 
 

 
 

Plate 48:  Oblique view looking NW of single-storey timber outbuilding showing double doors 
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Plate 49: View N of S elevation of timber outbuilding showing rough-hewn upright timber construction 
 

 
 

Plate 50: General view from Canal looking ESE showing rear elevation of timber outbuilding 
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Plate 51: Internal view of timber outbuilding looking WNW showing corrugated metal roof and partition wall and door in SW 
corner leading to western compartment (not accessible)  

 

 
 

Plate 52: View looking ESE showing E end of outbuilding with double doors 
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Plate 53: Internal view looking NE showing shelving along N wall of timber outbuilding 
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12 Appendix 2: Historic Maps  
 

 
 

Fig. 9: Extract from the Ordnance Survey drawing of Meifod (1829) 
(Reproduced by courtesy of The British Library) 

 

 
 

Fig. 10: Extract from the ‘Pool Lower Division’ Tithe Map (1840) 

(Reproduced by courtesy of Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/National Library of Wales) 
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Fig. 11: Extract from the OS 1st edition 6-inch survey of Montgomeryshire (1888) 

(Reproduced by courtesy of Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/National Library of Wales) 
 

 
 

Fig. 12: Extract from the OS 2nd edition 6-inch survey of Montgomeryshire (1903) 

(Reproduced by courtesy of Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/National Library of Wales) 
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Fig. 13: Extract from the OS 3rd edition 6-inch survey of Montgomeryshire (1943) 

(Reproduced by courtesy of Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/National Library of Wales) 
 

 
 

Fig. 14: Extract from the OS 4th edition 6-inch survey of Montgomeryshire (1953) 

(Reproduced by courtesy of Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru/National Library of Wales) 
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